


LD for the garages. Therefore No 26-29 have property levels below the level of the 
highway. Ie the driveways for these properties fall towards the properties which 
presents a risk. Whilst a linear drain grating could be placed across the garage 
frontage ( as some have), all such gratings would be served by the buried drain at the 
front and so it is imperative that this drain is functional. RECOMMENDATION: the 
air brick provtgron to some of these properties snould be reviewed as these lie flush 
or near flush to the ground surface, which is itself of low elevation and slack 
gradient. Periscope type air bricks are now available which enable the air inlet on the 
external wall face to be higher than the underfloor outlet on the rear face. The advice 
of the product manufacturer's should be sought and considered. 

4. From the low point at this bend the carriageway then climbs back up to around 9.5m 
LD ie if water collects at the low point it could not escape over land along the 
carriageway until around o.25m (to") was already ponded, by which time it would 
exceed garage levels and be close to domestic floor level for No 26-32. Ponded 
water can however escape over land between Nos 32 and 33 but the ground rises up 
to about 9.42m LD at the gate to the rear of No 32 before falling away to the stream. 
Therefore provided this alleyway is not blocked or sandbagged etc ponded water 
would start to discharge over land at 9.42m LD ie some o.17m (7") deep at the 
corner. There are two separate piped systems below ground; the highway system 
(shown Blue) and the private system (shown green). The manhole cover to the front 
of No 31/32 appears to have been resited and is not over the chamber which should 
be beneath it. The private pipe network was proven last year but the outfall is 
obstructed and it is understood the pipe is susceptible to siltation. Access to the 
private network is poor. It is imperative that both networks are accessible and 
maintained. It should also be recognised that these networks have a limited capacity 
and it would therefore be prudent to consider how to address ponding and overland 
flow path in the event that capacity is exceeded. It should also be noted that if the 
highway system comes under surcharge pressure due to the flows coming down the 
highway system from further above, then the road gulley at this bend is one of the 
places where the internal pressure head may be expressed by manifesting as a static 
head of water (in this case above ground). RECOMMENDATIONS: reset highway 
manhole cover over the chamber and investigate connections to it. Install an 
inspection chamber on the private drain in close proximity to the highway manhole. 
Remove the paving stone obstructing the private outfall and install a `fideflex' valve 
or similar device. Consider reconstructing the top of the driveway and path round 
the end of No 32 to slightly lower levels that would decrease the depth of ponding 
which could occur before escape overland can commence. 

5. At the highway manholes to the front of Nos 27 and 32 there are loomm DN 
connections from the private areas beyond the highway, which do not appear to 
correlate to any highway asset. It is therefore possible that the private drain is/was 
linked to the highway drain. There are benefits in the two systems being linked 
even if at higher elevation than the individual systems. This would enable each 
system to make some use of each other's outfall once rainfall causes the systems 
to surcharge. In particular this would facilitate drainage of ponded water from the 
low road gulley across to the private system and out to the stream as discussed in 
(4) , above. RECOMMEDATION: Local excavation and exposure of the private 
network pipes in these areas, and/or digging back along the lines of connection 
into the highway manholes may identify the point to install inspection chamber to 
maintain/enable this and for future accessibility and maintenance. 
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6. The foul drainage system appears to be fully independent and no further comment 
is given on this system. 

7. The private surface water systems in the estate are understood to have other 
outfalls. RECOMMNDATION: where these outfalls are currently obstructed the 
obstructions should be removed and a `tideflex' or similar control valve installed. 

8. In general there are only limited records of the exact drainage arrangement and 
location of the private networks. Maintenance and inspection is hampered by the 
lack of access and inspection points. It is advocated that a large scale masterplan 
of the drainage is produced, initially with what is currently known, but to which 
further findings can be added over time. It is further recommended that an 
inspection and maintenance regime is drawn up for these assets. These actions are 
independent of the actions for Nos 26-32, but are viewed as an important 
preventative measure for the medium—longer term that would be of benefit. 

9. It is understood that the private drain pipes may be of pitch fibre material. This was 
in common use 40-50 years ago. It has however been subsequently found that the 
pipes gradually deform and flatten to an oblate shape. If the pipes are of pitch fibre 
and have suffered significant deformation then it would be prudent to replace them 
as the deformation is likely to promote siltation and reduce flow conveyance 
capability. If deformation is modest then this may be deferred as a longer term 
strategically planned action. We do not know what the pipe material is. This would 
become apparent during excavation and installation of access points. 

A second copy of the plan has been annotated to correspond to the recommendations. 

Sea Wall 
1. The sea wall construction comprises concrete. The appearance suggests the base of 

the wall comprises a concrete filled trench and the lower part of the above ground 
section was formed with propped timber shutters and cast continuous with the 
trench. A second lift of concrete forming the upper section was subsequently built. 

2. The wall is unjointed and would have been cast in bays of a limited length. The 
vertical cracks that are present will relate to the initial shrinkage of the concrete as 
it set and are likely to coincide with the lengths of these bays. As a rule of thumb 
you would expect to have a formal joint or 'shrinkage crack' at circa 6m centres. 
There is no benefit in pointing the cracks as these provide natural articulation for 
the wall with respect to thermal shrinkage and contraction of the wall and any 
dilation of shrinkage of the surrounding soils. 

3. It is not known if the wall contains reinforcement or not. The wall has been 
present for several decades with no material change in loading from raising of 
gardens etc. the wall shows no evidence of sliding, overturning or bearing pressure 
failure in terms of misalignment or rotation. We would therefore surmise that in 
layman's terms the wall works. 

4. The two key issues raised by the committee related to erosion and durability of the 
wall. 

5. It is not possible to tell from a single visit if erosion is a problem. There is still a 
grass margin and edge of a soil bank at the rear of the foreshore. The exposed face 
of the wall exhibits shuttering marks as opposed to a cast into and excavation 
surface texture. This implies the ground on the seaward side of the wall is at little 
different level today than at the time of construction. It is also likely that the wall 
was built right to the edge of the developable land (grassed) at that time, ie right to 
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the edge of the shingle shore. We therefore suspect that the shore has not moved 
closer to the wall. This is however conjecture. 

6. Given that the wall appears to be in fair condition, has demonstrated adequate 
function for a number of decades and that the ground levels appear not to have 
changed significantly then we would conclude the wall is not at short-term risk. 

7. In durability terms there are no indications of spalling or exposure of any 
reinforcement that may be present. This suggests either there is no reinforcement, 
or that the quality of concrete and depth of cover are good ie the construction is 
generally robust. A small concrete fillet has been added at the transition between 
the lower and upper stages. This has been simply cast as a small piece of separate 
infill. This is debonding and breaking up and one section has been 
repaired/replaced. This fillet does not serve any primary function but will provide 
some protection to the horizontal joint between the two lifts. Repairs could be 
made to other deteriorating areas but this is not a high priority issue. 

8. There is concern amongst residents that the swirling motion from incoming waves 
is eroding the foreshore. Whilst the shingle may be tumbled locally it would not 
appear that there is progressive erosion. RECOMMENDATION: with reference to 
the attached diagram set up a series of points on the wall and regularly (monthly) 
measure distance from wall top down to the ground level against the wall. Then 
using a spirit level and plank etc set out from the ground level at base of the wall 
measure the additional drop down to the ground/shore at say 1, 2 and 3m off the 
face of the wall. Also take a set if photographs each time. In this fashion the 
committee will be able to establish if progressive erosion is taking place and seek 
further advice. We suspect there is no material progressive erosion at present. 

9. As discussed with the committee in the longer-term consideration will need to be 
given in respect of the defensive height of the wall against increase in sea levels. 
Also by extension the increased water levels tidelocked in the stream at these 
times and it's level relationship to some of the properties which border the stream. 
We would emphasise that the need is only to identify a longer term strategy at 
some point. 

I have written a separate letter on fees. 

Yours sincerely 

  A P 'Laves  
for Opus International Consultants (UK) Ltd 

Enc Schematic of existing drainage 
Schematic showing nature of drainage works 
Sea wall/shore monitoring figure 
Tideflex valve information 
Terms of Business ( May 2014) 
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